
 
 

Run Around Survey 
 

When should we do it? 

We ask you to repeat the Run Around Survey when you are ready to submit your award assessment at the end of the 

programme. Taking the survey at the beginning and end of the programme helps us to chart your progress. 

 

What is it? 

The Run Around Survey is a more engaging way to complete a survey than ticking boxes. You can carry it out 

however it works best for your school – in the Run Around format or with a more static ‘Hands Up’ format.   
 

Who should participate? 

This is a whole school survey so needs to be completed by every single class. As Go Cornish Champion you may 

either choose to oversee each class in turn or ask each class teacher to complete their own survey with their own 

class. You can then collate the results and submit them via the online form or by email to primary@gocornish.org, if 

you prefer. 

 

How does it work? 

The Run Around Survey is the same at the start and end of the programme, with a few minor tweaks to the wording 

of questions.  

 

Reminder: 

 

You’ll need to print the ‘Answer Cards’ from the ‘Run Around Survey’ resource pack and copies of the 

‘Questionnaire’ to record the head count. 

 

You may wish to simply read the questions yourself, or you might prefer to train three ‘Answer Station Masters’ to 

read them out. One at a time, read out a statement, and give pupils 10 seconds to select and run to their response, 

or raise their hands, when you read out the Answer Cards. Count and record the number of pupils at each answer 

station, or those with raised hands after each Answer Card has been read. 

 

And that is it! It is that simple.  
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